Multiple Dispatching Reactive Power and Voltage Coordinated Control Method
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ABSTRACT

This paper studies the reactive power and voltage coordinated control scheme. According to the characteristics of Hunan power grid, the coordinated schemes about Hunan power grid with Central China Power Grid, as well as Changsha power grid are proposed. At the same time, this paper builds a two-way interactive and multiple dispatching reactive power and voltage coordinated control mode, and can be successfully applied in Hunan power grid. The operation results show that this control scheme fulfills the ability of large power grids in optimal allocating of resources, effectively integrates the reactive power resources of the entire grid, achieves the purpose of reducing power grid loss, improving voltage quality, reducing the operating numbers of the reactive power equipment.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the scale of state grid is gradually expanding, but each dispatching center (area dispatching, provincial dispatching, regional dispatching) only administers a local part of the entire power grid. If these dispatching control centers are independent in the implementation of voltage and reactive power control, it will not take full advantage of the power grid in resource optimal allocation, resulting in unnecessary waste of energy and the overall optimal control result is not satisfactory. Even may be appearing the situation which the regulated effect is contrary between the interconnected grids, resulting in repeated adjustment of the control device. It not only affects the life of the equipment, but also can not ensure the quality of the voltage. Therefore, it need coordinated control of reactive power and voltage through the exchange of information between different dispatching control centers and different power grid at all levels, to ensure the whole grid voltage and reactive power integrated operation, to achieve optimal distribution of voltage and reactive power, to meet the requests of bus voltage qualified, the gateway power factor reasonable, power grid loss minimum and so on [1-6].

This paper is aimed at the provincial grid, studies the coordinated control method of reactive power and voltage among provincial grid, regional grid, area grid. Then, taking Hunan power grid for example, verifying the effectiveness of the coordinated control according to this method.

2. Province and Region Coordinated Control

This coordination means that the optimal coordinated control of the reactive power and voltage between provincial power grid and regional power grid. It is realized by the information exchange of Automatic Voltage Control (AVC) system between the provincial dispatching and the regional dispatching. For the selection of the coordinated variables, because the regulation of reactive device in provincial power grid and regional power grid may have impact on the gateway bus voltage, so it is not a good choice to select the bus voltage as coordinated variable. As for gateway power factor, when it is light load in power grid, the slight change of active power or reactive power are likely to cause substantial fluctuation in power factor [7-9]. In this view, the gateway reactive power and the gateway bus voltage are chosen as the coordinated variables together will be a good choice, but according to the different functions of each dispatching department, it also needs differentiate specifically. In the area of northwest China, provincial dispatching administers the 330 kV power plants and substations, while regional dispatching administers the 110 kV substation, so...
here the medium-voltage side reactive power and medium-voltage side bus voltage of 330 kV gateway substation are chosen as coordinated variables. In other areas, provincial dispatching administers the 220 kV power plants and the high-voltage side bus of substations, while regional dispatching administers the 110 kV substation and the reactive power device of the 220 kV substation, so the high-voltage side reactive power and high-voltage side bus voltage of the 220 kV gateway substation are chosen as coordination variables.

Due to regional dispatching administering discrete reactive devices which include capacitors, reactors and transformers tap and so on, it is unable to achieve the precise regulation of the gateway reactive power, so provincial dispatching needs issue the gateway reactive power range to regional dispatching, rather than the gateway reactive power precise value. In order to further clarify the coordinated goals of provincial dispatching, and avoid frequently regulating the discrete devices of regional grid, provincial dispatching needs also issuing compensation direction instruction to regional dispatching at the same time. Specific coordinated method as follows:

Based on the information provided by regional dispatching, provincial dispatching implements the reactive power optimal calculation of the whole grid, issues the gateway exchanging reactive power range and the desired regulate direction of reactive power compensation to regional dispatching.

Regional dispatching provides information to provincial dispatching including that the AVC system operation state, the compensation capacity of the gateway, the desired gateway voltage range and so on. On the premise of meeting the control requirements of provincial dispatching, based on its own security and economic needs, regional dispatching calculates the control strategy, adjusts the capacitors, reactors and transformer taps and other equipment.

Provincial dispatching gets the coordinated time from the information supplied by regional dispatching, and calculates the difference between coordinated time and current time. If the time difference is more than 15 minutes, it is judged that the information exchange is interrupted, and exits the online coordination with regional dispatching. When the time difference is less than 15 minutes, provincial dispatching resumes the online coordination with regional dispatching.

Regional dispatching obtains the command time from issued information supplied by provincial dispatching, and calculates the difference between this time and the current time. If the time difference is more than 15 minutes, it is judged that the information exchange is interrupted, exits on-line coordination. When the time difference is less than 15 minutes, regional dispatching resumes the online coordination with provincial dispatching.

The coordinated process is shown in Figure 1.

3. Area and Province Coordinated Control

This coordinated control means that the optimal coordinated control of the reactive power and voltage between area power grid and provincial power grid. Addition to Northwest area of China (area dispatching administers 750 kV power grid, provincial dispatching administers the 330 kV power grid), area dispatching administers the 500 kV power grid, provincial dispatching administers the 220 kV power grid, so the essence of coordination is the optimal control between the 500 kV power grid and the 220 kV power grid, to realize the local equilibrium of reactive power. However, many provincial dispatching still administers a part of 500 kV plant or station, so the specific coordinated program depends on the provincial dispatching whether administers the 500 kV plant and station. The coordinated example is shown in Figure 2.
power grid, area dispatching AVC system selects the high-voltage side reactive power and high-voltage side bus voltage of the 500 kV gateway substation as coordinated variables. In the side of area dispatching, through the AVC system, calculates the optimum distribution of the voltage and reactive power of the entire 500 kV grid, and sends the optimal range of the coordinated variables to provincial dispatching AVC system. Provincial dispatching AVC system calculates the 500 kV power grid and 220 kV power grid together, taking coordinated variables optimum range issued by area dispatching as constraints, and implementing the optimal computation, to ensure the optimal distribution of voltage and reactive power of 220 kV grid is matched with the optimal distribution of 500 kV grid that area dispatching desired.

When provincial dispatching does not administer 500kV grid, area dispatching AVC system selects medium-voltage side reactive power and the medium-voltage side bus voltage of 500 kV gateway substation as coordinated variables. Thus area dispatching gets the voltage and reactive power optimal distribution of the entire 500 kV grid through optimal calculation, and then issues the optimal range of the coordinated variables to the provincial dispatching AVC system. Provincial dispatching AVC system controllable range only covers 220 kV grid, taking the optimal range of coordinated variables issued by area dispatching as constraints, to ensure the optimal distribution of voltage and reactive power of 220 kV grid is matched with the optimal distribution of 500 kV grid that area dispatching desired, in order to achieve the objective of coordination between 220 kV power grid and 500 kV power grid.

In short, regardless of provincial dispatching whether administers the 500 kV grid or not, the responsibility of area dispatching is achieving the optimal distribution of voltage and reactive power of the entire 500 kV grid. And set this as goals, one side area dispatching directly controls its own plants and stations, at the same time it needs issuing the desired target value of the coordinated variables to provincial dispatching. The responsibility of provincial dispatching is matched with area dispatching, realizes the optimal distribution of voltage and reactive power of 220 kV grid, and ensures that the 500 kV grid and 220 kV grid can be synchronously optimized [10-12].

4. Coordinated Method

Taking Hunan power grid for example, the control boundary of Hunan provincial power grid and regional power grid is 220 kV substation, while the control boundary with central China power grid is 500 kV substation. So the 220 kV gateway high-voltage side reactive power and high-voltage side bus voltage are chosen as coordinated variables between Hunan power grid and regional power grid, while the 500 kV gateway medium-voltage side reactive power and medium-voltage side bus voltage are chosen as coordination variables between Hunan power grid and central China power grid.

4.1. The Information Supplied by Regional Dispatching

During the process of coordinated control, regional dispatching should periodically supply information to provincial dispatching. If 220 kV bus bars are parallel operating, regional dispatching sends the whole substation station data to provincial dispatching, while 220 kV bus bars are separated operating, regional dispatching sends the main transformer data to provincial dispatching, the illustrations are as follows:

- Coordinated time: the time of regional dispatching supplies the data to provincial dispatching;
- Coordinated symbol: if regional dispatching participates in coordinated control, AVC system marks “1”, else AVC system marks “0”;
- Available symbol: if regional dispatching AVC system is available marks “1”, else marks “0”;
- Real compensation capacity: the reactive power compensation capacity below the main transformer of substation;
- Total maximum compensation capacity: the total capacity of the capacitive reactive compensation below the main transformer of substation;
- Total minimum compensation capacity: the total capacity of the inductive reactive power compensation below the main transformer of substation;
- Security compensation capacity upper limit: the maximum available compensation capacity below the main transformer of substation in the conditions that 10 kV bus voltage is qualified;
- Security compensation capacity lower limit: the minimum available compensation capacity below the main transformer of substation in the conditions that 10 kV bus voltage is qualified;
- Voltage coordinated requests: when the regulation capacity of regional dispatching is insufficient, making an application to provincial dispatching, to expect that provincial dispatching regulates 220 kV bus voltage at a certain range.

When the online coordination between provincial dispatching and regional dispatching is exited more than 15 minutes, provincial dispatching will automatically cancel the coordination with regional dispatching, and no longer issue control command to regional dispatching. When communication is normal, provincial dispatching will automatically restore online coordination with regional dispatching.
4.2. The Command Issued by Provincial Dispatching

According to the information supplied by regional dispatching, provincial dispatching implements the whole grid reactive power optimal calculation, and gives the real-time coordinated command as follows:

Command time: the time of provincial dispatching issues command to regional dispatching;

220 kV bus voltage: the lower and upper limit of 220 kV bus voltage;

Gateway substation high-voltage side reactive power: the lower and upper limit of the gateway substation high-voltage side reactive power;

Compensation direction: provincial dispatching requires for reactive power compensation switching direction of regional dispatching power grid;

Increase compensation: exiting the inductive reactive compensation equipment, or putting into capacitive reactive compensation equipment;

Maintain compensation: neither putting into nor exiting the reactive power compensation equipment;

Reduce compensation: exiting the capacitive reactive compensation equipment, or putting into the inductive reactive compensation equipment.

When the online coordination of provincial dispatching and regional dispatching is exited more than 15 minutes, regional dispatching will automatically cancel the coordination with provincial dispatching, and implements local control. When communication is normal, regional dispatching will automatically restore online coordination with provincial dispatching.

4.3. The Information Supplied by Provincial Dispatching

This coordination is similar to the above process, provincial dispatching should periodically supply the following information to the area dispatching:

Available status signal: it indicates that whether or not provincial dispatching AVC system is available, when more than one generator of provincial power grid participate in closed-loop control, AVC system is available, otherwise is unavailable;

Remote/local signal: it indicates that provincial dispatching whether or not adopts area dispatching coordinated control command, remote indicates adopting, otherwise is not;

Supplying data time: it indicates the time which provincial dispatching AVC system sends information to area dispatching, according to this time, area dispatching determines provincial dispatching information is whether or not available;

Controllable generator information: it includes the generator reactive power measurement, active power measurement, reactive power upper limit, reactive power lower limit;

Gateway voltage information: it includes the gateway voltage measurement, voltage upper limit, voltage lower limit.

4.4. The Command Issued by Area Dispatching

In the process of this coordination, area dispatching needs to issue command to provincial dispatching as follows:

Command time: it indicates the time which area dispatching issues command to provincial dispatching, according to this time, provincial dispatching determines area dispatching command is whether or not available;

Gateway reactive power command: it includes that gateway substation medium-voltage side reactive power upper and lower limit;

Gateway voltage command: it includes that gateway substation medium-voltage side voltage upper and lower limit.

5. Practical Application

Hunan power grid AVC system has been successfully put into closed-loop operation in August 2009, and realized the control of all directly dispatched power plants. With AVC systems of Central China Power Grid and Hunan regional grid are on-line operating, it has provided the conditions of implementing the reactive power and voltage coordinated control. Hunan Power Grid, Central China Power Grid and Changsha power grid are selected to implement coordinated control, and the power grid loss and voltage fluctuation rate of area dispatching, the power grid loss and voltage qualification rate of provincial dispatching, the equipment action numbers and voltage qualification rate of regional dispatching are recorded before and after coordinated control, and the data is shown in Tables 1-3:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. The coordinated control results of central china power grid.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central China power grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After coordination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. The coordinated control results of hunan power grid.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hunan power grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After coordination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. The coordinated control results of changsha power grid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Changsha power grid</th>
<th>Daily equipment action times</th>
<th>Daily average voltage qualification rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before coordination</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>98.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After coordination</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>99.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the view of the comparative results, the coordinated control scheme can fulfill the capability of the large power grid in the resources optimal allocation, effectively reduce power grid loss, improve voltage qualification rate, reduce equipment action numbers and reduce the voltage fluctuation rate.

6. Conclusions

This paper studies the reactive power and voltage coordinated control scheme among area power grid, provincial power grid and regional power grid. And according to the characteristics of Hunan power grid, proposed the detailed coordinated control method. The actual coordinated control effect shows that: implementing reactive power and voltage online coordinated control among area grid, provincial grid and regional grid can fully integrate the reactive power resources of the entire network, stabilize voltage fluctuations, improve voltage quality and reduce power grid loss according to this scheme. And it has great significance to achieve secure, stable, graceful and economic operation of state grid.
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